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RMeinitog Scared9 two fimny cops raeiniieg on empty
some laughs here and there. "Run-
ning Scared" is definitely a breed of
movie that's nice to go see when it's
too hot for anything outdoors, but
too boring for indoors.

Crystal do a fairly decent job with
a script that may have not had much
to start with.

Some of Crystal's impersonations
or perhaps improvisations do merit
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that they should stay right in Chicago
where they are needed.

Director Peter Hyams seemed to
have gotten many ideas for this film
from "Beverly Hills Cop." The only
difference between this clone and the
original is that there are two stars
instead of one.

The last third of the film has many
false endings; the audience really does
not know what is going to happen
until it really does happen. For
instance, the viewer does not know
whether Ray and Danny are going
to stay in Chicago or go to Key West,
or if Danny's ex-wi- fe loves him or
is going to marry a dentist that she
has been dating, or if the two rookies
are really better detectives than Ray
and Danny, and the list continues.

The format is basically the same
as "Beverly Hills Cop" same chase
scenes, same sugary plastic music
made for MTV videos, and the same
tanned blondes wearing bikinis the
size of band-aid- s. Yet, Hines and

with glory. The captain assigns Ray
and Danny two rookies for them to
train, but of course, Ray and Danny
make a mockery of them.

Gonzalez's fatal crime was having
large quantities of cocaine shipped
in from Colombia. Crystal and Hines
quickly catch on, and chase Gonzalez
around Chicago until he masterfully
gets away without his cocaine
and vengefully captures Danny's ex-wi- fe

(with whom Danny is still madly
in love) to exchange for the cocaine.

The arena for the exchange is the
government building in Chicago.
Gonzalez has his men surrounding
the place (because, as all good
criminals do, he has captured all the
guards and replaced them with his
men). Ray and Danny cleverly blast
holes through all of Gonzalez's men,
and then save the final rounds of
ammunition for Gonzalez himself.

After ridding Chicago of its No.
.

1 criminal, Ray and Danny decide
that there's no place like home and
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Arts Editor

"Running Scared," if not for Billy
Crystal and Gregory Hines, would
be running on empty. Along with a
cast of nobodies, Crystal and Hines
create a Xerox copy of "Beverly Hills .

Cop."
The story is set in Chicago, which

the movie portrays as the dirtiest,
filthiest, cocaine-infeste- d, crime-ridde- n

town ever to be inhabited by
human life. Gregory Hines and Billy
Crystal play Ray and Danny, two of
the coolest desperado-typ- e cops that
Hollywood has ever plopped out.
Yet, Hines and Crystal add their own
invention to each character.

Ray (Hines) and Danny (Crystal)
are the force's two hot-sh- ot detectives
chasing the Godfather of Chicago, a
cocaine-dealin- g hellion named
Gonzalez.

However, the police captain
believes that Danny and Ray are
becoming too emotionally involved
with the case, so he puts them on
a vacation. Ray and Danny then go
to Key West, where sun is always
setting and the women are always
beautiful, of course, so we are treated
to about five minutes of Hines and
Crystal riding mopeds with scantily
clad females.

After Ray and Danny have their
share of fun in the sun, they decide
that Chicago is not the place for them
anymore. "Crime will continue
whether we're there or not," says
Danny to Ray as they ogle at passing
babes. So they buy. a bar in Key West
and head back to Chicago to tell their
captain.

After they arrive in Chicago, the
captain tells them that their arch-riv- al

Gonzalez is back on the streets. Ray
and Danny then decide that this will
be their last big arrest and go out
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Fall Specials:
3 months - $13250
4 months -- $1525

1 year- - $325
(Now through Oct. 31) .

Payment plans available
Bring in this coupon

for your special savings!
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The most complete line of Olympic
Freeweights are waiting for you. Test
your strength against the best equip-
ment in the triangle.

17 Nautilus Machines 30 minutes, 3 times a
week is all it takes to tone and strengthen your
body in a hurry.I 933-92- 49

mmMI
We've added new programs, equipment, and service to meet the ever-changi- ng needs of our members.

Come in and experience our quality workout. Once you do, youH never settle for less.
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Distributors for:

CE?i!JTG! Come join our world
Let us show you our new

Nutrition Center.

When It's This
Hot
It's Easier To Stay
Cool In Cotton
For those hot summer
days

Hawaiian Shirts,
Cotton Blouses, Dresses
& Tapestry Handbags.

For those sultry

Attire for Men
& Women.
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rAerobics for healthy hearts and
slim waist lines. Be part of our
aerobics challenge.

The American Wolff System is the
finest on the market today. Tan
the safe way without the risk of
burning. Keep that "healthy glow"
all year long.

i
HOURS

Mon, Wed: 6:30 am - 1 0:00 pm
Tues, Thurs: 8:00 am - 1 0:00 pm
Friday: 6:30 am - 9:00 pm
SaL: 1 0:00 am - 5:00 pm
Sun.: 1 :00 pm - 6:00 pm
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BACK THEN

12 Minute Ride
For Life

VHNWE ClOTrCERS

405 W. Franklin St.
Chapel Hill

Mon.-Sa- t.

Aerobic trainer. Experience it. Now!

Our facilities are clean and spacious, the atmosphere relaxed, arid our staffmembers are professionals. We are committed to
helping you attain your fitness goals. Don't you think you're worth it? THE GYM ... CALL TODAY!

11-5:- 30

929-622- 1 503 West Main Strdet Carrboro 933-924- 9The Gym


